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The Airports Council International (ACI) estimates that the number of 
global passengers will increase from over 5 billion passengers today 
to 12 billion by 2031 [1]. At the same time, major aircraft 
manufacturers like Boeing and Airbus estimate that the worldwide 
commercial aircraft fleet will increase 5% per year over the next 20 
years, i.e. the commercial aviation market will be doubled, requiring 
not only new airports infrastructure but also investments in en-route 
and terminal air traffic control systems. Part of such investments 
must be aimed to a growth in the capacity of the onboard satellite 
communication (SatCom) systems and services. 
 
On the other hand, the modernization of the onboard communication 
systems has to be flexible so that the integration of new services and 
standards required for the aircraft will not imply the continuous 
installation of new equipment, but rather the reprogramming of the 
existing one. In order to fulfill this objective, Software Defined 
Wideband Radio (SDWR) approaches appear as the best suited 
ones. The motivation of this research is to study, design and develop 
an innovative approach to reconfigurable SDWR for SatCom in 
aeronautical applications taking into account all flight phases and 
aircraft types. 

OBJECTIVE 

Achieving better capability, robustness and integrity, as well as 
complying with standards ARINC 781 (standard for a third-generation 
L-band satellite data unit, also called SwiftBroadband (SBB) by 
operator Inmarsat), ARINC 791 (defines the Ku and Ka-band satellite 
data airborne terminal equipment), DO-254, DO-160, DO-178 level E 
and D of Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA), are 
the principle requirements for an effective communication system 
aircraft-satellite.  
  
In order to meet the aforementioned requirements, the principal 
objective of this research project is to study, design, develop, and 
characterize an innovative approach to reconfigurable SDWR for 
SatCom in aeronautical applications (of present and future).  

SATCOM SYSTEM 

The ability of communications to aircraft via satellite is becoming 
increasingly important. Aircraft SatCom systems in their basic design 
are capable of voice and data transmissions, including Data link 
communications, allowing the user to communicate throughout the 
flight (Figure 1).  

Figure 1: SatCom system architecture 

Figure 2: Thales TopConnect scalable architecture [3] 

However, with the large array of communication devices that can be 
used with an airborne system (onboard network system, interfacing 
system, operational applications and passenger interfaces), the 
aircraft communication network needs a switching device to connect 
the SatCom radio to other communication devices. The switching 
device can be as simple as a switch or as complex as a Private 
Automatic Branch Exchange (PABX) [2]. In Figure 2, one can see 
with more in detail a complete example of SatCom architecture 
onboard an aircraft (TopConnect by Thales). 

Figure 3: ARINC 741 and ARINC 781 SatCom Architecture [4]  

AIRBORNE SATCOM ARCHITECTURE 

Use of satellites for Wideband Communications to aircraft 
complements satellite-based navigation capability. Aircraft onboard 
equipment for SatCom includes a satellite data unit, a high power 
amplifier and an antenna with a steerable beam. A typical aircraft 
SatCom installation can support data link channels for “packet data 
services” as well as voice channels [5]. This makes it technically 
possible to extend ATM data link (CPDLC) beyond the airport and 
terminal control area (TCA. Also known as TMA or terminal 
manoeuvring area in Europe) environments currently served by 
VDL2 [6].  

Figure 5: a) DBPSK Constellation Diagram b) Received image   

CONCLUSION 
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Passenger communications services in the aircraft are, among 
others: telephony services (like SMS, email and attachments, mobile 
internet, access to applications, and voice etc.), Wi-Fi services 
(internet, access to applications, VPN access, etc.), credit card 
authentication or telemedicine. They also have access to any other 
services offered by specific airlines and service providers (like On-Air, 
AeroMobile, Inmarsat, Panasonic, Thales, ARINC/SITA, etc.)  

HGA : High-gain antenna 
SBB : SwiftBroadband 
IFE : In-flight entertainment 
SDU : Satellite Data Unit 

The signal-in-space parameters are determined by the SDU 
(Satellite Date Unit) in relation to modulation/demodulation, error 
correction, interleaving, coding and data rates associated with the 
communication channel(s) [4]. It is in this unit where our research 
focus, allowing the study and characterization of these parameters.  

Due to rapid technological progress in satellite communications, 
private companies (service providers and onboard terminal 
providers) and control agencies are those who have more 
information, unfortunately much of this information is not published. 
For the development of this research, we will take as a starting point 
the architecture model of Figure 3.  This model will allow us to study 
the waveforms to treat in the SDU to perform the correct modulation 
and demodulation of incoming and outgoing signals in SDR.  

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OBTAINED 

At the present time, a thorough reading of ARINC and RTCA 
standards is being conducting, while at the same time the 
mathematical model has started to be implemented in Simulink for 
the transfer of data between two real-time SDR (USRP N210). The 
overall architecture is shown in Figure 4. 
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Early results show the transfer of an image in L-band (2 GHz) using 
a DBPSK modulation. The DAC of the USRP N210 work at a fixed 
sampling rate of 100 MSps, therefore the effective sampling 
frequency at which the Simulink model operates approximately 
results 0.195 MSps (previous to the interpolation process). 

RESULTS ENVISAGED 

Initially, we expect to implement a Simulink model capable of 
simulating the main types of modulation used in SatCom.  
 
Once implemented the multi-modulator, the implementation of an 
algorithm able to change the type of modulation depending on the 
phase of flight and the amount of data to be transmitted (bandwidth 
required) will continue. This algorithm will be capable of switching 
between the medium access techniques CDMA, FDMA, TDMA and 
MF-TDMA, while keeping a high system reliability and robustness. 
Another important aspect to implement is a resource of arbitration to 
prioritize communications between AES and GES thus to ensure 
flight safety. 

RESEARCH PROBLEM 


